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is a great power AM/FM stereo receiver with advanced fm-sensitive receiver. Here, in one of Pioneer's most valuable packages, it's a wealth of outstanding performance in the AM/FM solid state stereo receiver. The SX-828 is another in a long, proud line of advanced stereo components from Pioneer - and certainly one of the best. For musical power that will
fill any room size with a clear, rich sound, the SX-828 has up to 270 w (by 4 oms). For FM selectivity and sensitivity, which has no peer-to-peer in a block of this size, the device has a large linear set of scale settings, the latest solid state scheme, and a pair of FM tuning meters. And finally, for the supreme versatility that is so necessary for the quality of hi-fi
today, it provides two tape monitoring schemes for duplicating tape to tape, and allows you to use up to two turntables, three sets of speaker systems, two microphones and even too sets of headphones. All in one beautifully designed, solidly built block from the quality stereo people at Pioneer. SpecificationsTotrotal harmonic distortion: FM, MWPower
Output: 54 W per channel in 8 (stereo)Response frequency: 5 Hz to 80 kHzTotal harmonic distortion: 0.5% Wet factor: 40Input sensitivity: 2.6 mV (microphone), 0.115 mV (MC), 2.7 m In (MM), 200mV (DIN), 200mV (line)Noise ratio: 85dB (MM), 95dB (line)Exit: 200mV (line), 35mV (DIN)Speaker load impedance: 4 to 16 Semi Conductors: 6 x FET, 4 x IC, 55
x transistors, 36 x diodesDitions: 485 x 150 x 375mmWeight: 14.8 kg Downloads Linked CatalogsHi-Fi StereoFi StereoFi Stereo ComponentsStereo ComponentsIf you have any trouble opening files, please read download frequently asked questions. All files are provided under a strict license and reproduction without prior permission or for financial gain is
strictly prohibited. If you have additional documentation, please consider donating copies to our free archive. Sign in or sign up to get the chance to post reviewsWith Oct 07th, 2019 by bokeAwesome rvintage receiver ! IMHO, the best pioneer of the 70s range of everything I owned. Had it completely recapped plus relaying key boards like PS, Prot, Main
Amps, Equalizer. As new now well still 40 years, lol. Incredible FM reception, too. Got it for stealing (many issues since completely resolved). There's a reason they're hard to find, too. You will have a hard time curious to mine out the clutches of my cold, hands after my funeral, lol ! It is considered on March 22, 2014 by stereomanA a very beautiful and
powerful block. Super build quality from all sides and I'm very proud of what I have. Unfortunately they don't make them their But for all vintage Hi Fi fans, if you get one in good working order snap it up. Comments DESCRIPTION Aldi, but Goody (January 01, 2016) Bukwurrm AudioPhile (March 27, 2014) Douglas Milliken Random Listener (January 14,
2012) Sunn Audio Enthusiast (October 19, 2010 jc Audio Enthusiast (December 23, 2004) T P Static Audio Enthusiast (July 30, 2003) David Orey Audio Enthusiast (July 1, 2003) hjkordt Random Listener (June 11, 2003) Dale The Casual Listener (December 14, 2001) Bruce Audio Enthusiast (Dec 27) , 1998 Russ Audio Enthusiast Be the first to know when
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